
  

 

 

 

BELGIAN DELEGATION VISITING DUBAI 27.05.2021 

• Brent Luyckx – 4Gold 

Brent Luyckx is founder of 4Gold, a promising scale-up that develops revolutionary sport 

supplements & DNA based performance advice. 4Gold uses knowledge about the genetic make-up of 

the athletes to determine what diet and supplementation will result in the best athletic performance. 

Brent’s co-founder is Mathieu van der Poel, who you might know because he is a well-known 

professional cyclist (he very recently won stage 1 of the UAE tour in February). Brent is coming to 

Dubai to explore if there are market opportunities for 4Gold in the UAE. He is looking to meet other 

entrepreneurs with a broad knowledge of the sports ecosystem to get some insights and look for 

interesting partnerships that can help them establish a foothold in the Middle East. 

https://4gold.eu/   

 

• Thomas Van Hoestenberghe – Fluves 

Thomas Van Hoestenberghe is the founder of the fast growing Belgian Scale-up Fluves. Fluves 

provides intelligent water- & energy management in realtime. Their innovative applications provide 

automatic condition monitoring of all flow related infrastructure, such as pipelines, sewers, rivers, …. 

Their smart maintenance system decreases risks (water shortage, pollution, climate change) and 

decreases costs to maintain/replace assets. Potential clients are utilities, water managers and industrial 

plants with large (insulated) pipelines or large furnaces, reactors, tanks.  Thomas is looking to meet 

with companies in the water / energy distribution sector that could be interested in their solutions. 

https://fluves.com/ 

  

• Pieter Moeremans – Plannr.eu / Code-less 

Pieter is a promising young Belgian entrepreneur and founder of two start-ups, Plannr.eu and Code-

less. Plannr.eu makes relocation easy as pie. The tool provides a transparent way to arrange all 

expatriation abroad and massively reduces paperwork. Plannr unburdens HR and helps expats and 

suppliers to better manage the entire relocation process (and make it more cost efficient). This 

solution is perfect for companies with a lot of expats, to support the HR director or global mobility 

manager of to make the life of relocation agencies easier. https://plannr.eu/. Start-up Code-less allows 

to build apps at a fraction of the cost and time by looking at existing solutions or look for no/low 

coding solutions. For example early-stage start-ups with limited budget can bring their digital project 

to life in a way that is both fast and much more affordable than the traditional way. 

 https://code-less.be/   

https://4gold.eu/
https://fluves.com/
https://plannr.eu/
https://code-less.be/


• Ina De Quint – Captain Cork 

Ina is a well-known Belgian entrepreneur within the sustainable fashion industry. She’s the founder of 

the label Captain Cork. With this brand she creates beautiful and sustainable accessories made from 

cork, which she calls the leather of the 21st century. Cork is a very versatile product that is eco-

friendly, animal friendly and next level sustainable. In fact, the cork tree thrives when it is ‘farmed’ 

with the right care (it doesn’t get cut or damaged) and it can give resources for a lifetime. After 

peeling the bark, the bark will fully regenerate and grow back.  

You can read more about Ina and check out her collection on her 

website: https://www.captaincork.be/en/. 

  

 

• Koen Penneman – PipeXperts 

Koen Penneman is founder of PipeXperts, a company with the mission to revolutionize the process 

industry. Their service makes sure that installations and process units perform as efficiently, safely 

and reliably as possible. PipeXperts designs and inspects complete industrial installations for the 

chemical, pharmaceutical, food and water treatment industry. They developed a revolutionary digital 

asset management system for monitoring machines, that not only generates a signal when something 

is wrong, but which also signals when something might go wrong (for example machine temperature 

too high, pressure lost, etc.) so that operational managers can avoid (expensive) technical defects 

before they happen. Koen is looking to connect with innovative industrial plant owners that are 

interested in digitizing their industrial facilities. 

https://www.pipexperts.be/ (no English website) 

   

 

• Thomas Neirynck – SalesNote 

Thomas Neirynck is the driving force behind SalesNote, a novel sales platform to increase the 

performance of your sales team. For sales people the platform makes it effortless to capture data 

during the conversation and immediately writes this data into the CRM system. For the sales manager 

the system analyzes the best practices from the sales team and makes it easier to align the team and 

learn from the successes of the best performing sellers. SalesNote makes you 1. reduce after-sales 

administration 2. stop losing track of crucial details from sales meetings and 3. close more deals. 

Thomas is looking to meet salesmanagers with teams of 20+ salespeople to pitch their solution and 

explore the opportunities for his product in the UAE.    

https://www.salesnote.be/ (no English website) 
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• Tom De Windt – Pachagreens 

Tom is an inspiring Belgian entrepreneur and vertical farmer. He is passionate about offering healthy, 

honest and sustainable food. From that passion he founded Pachagreens, a successful Belgian cityfarm 

that grows fresh microgreens. They grow their greens on hemp fiber, which is composted after use. 

Tom is a big believer of vertical farming, he wants to make the food industry more sustainable and his 

ambition is to free more land for reforestation. He would love to meet other vertical farmers in the 

UAE and talk about how they provide fresh vegetables in a very challenging surrounding. 

https://www.pachagreens.com/ (no English website) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qi7B1EGMWhs&t=425s (youtube video with English subtitles)  

 

https://www.pachagreens.com/
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